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The SC1210 is a high speed, dual output driver designed
to drive high-side and low-side MOSFETs  in  a synchro-
nous  Buck  converter. These drivers can work with many
Semtech  PWM controllers to provide a cost effective
multi-phase  voltage regulator for advanced micropro-
cessors.

A 30ns max propagation delay from input transition to
the gate of the power FET’s guarantees operation at high
switching frequencies. Internal overlap protection circuit
prevents shoot-through from Vin  to PGND in the main
and synchronous MOSFETs. The adaptive overlap pro-
tection circuit ensures the bottom FET does not turn on
until the top FET source has reached 1V, to prevent cross-
conduction.

8.5V gate drive provides optimum enhancement of
MOSFETs at minimum driver and MOSFET switching loss.
High current drive capability allows fast switching, thus
reducing switching losses at high (up to 1.5MHz) frequen-
cies without causing thermal stress on the driver.

Under-voltage-lockout and over-temperature shutdown
features are included for proper protection and safe op-
eration. Timed latches and improved robustness are  built
into the safty functions such as the Under Voltage Lock-
out and adaptive Shoot-through protection circuitry to
prevent false triggering. The SC1210 is offered in a stan-
dard SO-8 package.

� High efficiency
� +12V supply voltage with internal LDO for optimum

gate drive
� High peak drive current
� Adaptive non-overlapping gate drives provide

shoot-through protection
� Fast rise and fall times (15ns typical with 3000pf

load)
� Ultra-low (<30ns) propagation delay (BG going low)
� Floating top gate drive
� Crowbar function for over voltage protection
� High frequency (to 1.5 MHz) operation allows use

of small inductors and low cost ceramic capacitors
� Under-voltage-lockout
� Low quiescent current

� Intel PentiumTM processor power supplies
� AMD AthlonTM and K8TM processor power supplies
� High current low voltage DC-DC converters

Description
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Electrical Characteristics

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Unless specified: TA = 25°C; VIN = 12V; VREG = 8.5V
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Exceeding the specifications below may result in permanent damage to the device, or device malfunction. Operation outside of the parameters specified
in the Electrical Characteristics section is not implied.
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Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)
Unless specified: TA = 25°C; VIN = 12V; VREG = 8.5V
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Timing Diagrams
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Pin Configuration Ordering Information

Note:
(1)  Only available in tape and reel packaging. A reel
contains 2500 devices.
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Block Diagram
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Applications Information
THEORTHEORTHEORTHEORTHEORY OF OPERAY OF OPERAY OF OPERAY OF OPERAY OF OPERATIONTIONTIONTIONTION

The SC1210 is a high speed, dual output driver designed
to drive top and bottom MOSFETs in a synchronous Buck
converter. It features adaptive delay for shoot-through
protection, VID-on-Fly operation, and internal LDO for op-
timum gate drive voltage. These drivers combined with
variety of Semtech PWM controllers form multi-phase
voltage regulators for advanced microprocessors.

UVLOUVLOUVLOUVLOUVLO

A supply voltage has to be applied to VIN pin of the
SC1210. The top and bottom gates are held low until
VIN exceeds UVLO threshold of the driver. Then the top
gate remains low and the bottom gate is pulled high to
turn on the bottom FET.

GatGatGatGatGate Te Te Te Te Transition and Shooransition and Shooransition and Shooransition and Shooransition and Shoot Thrt Thrt Thrt Thrt Through Prough Prough Prough Prough Proooootttttectionectionectionectionection

Refer to the timing diagrams section, the rising edge of
the PWM input initiates the bottom FET turn-off and the
top FET turn-on. After a short propagation delay (tPDL_BG),
the bottom gate begins to fall (tF_BG). An adaptive circuit
in the SC1210 monitors the bottom gate voltage to drop
below 1.4V. Then after a preset delay time (tPDH_TG) is
expired, the top gate turns on. The delay time is set to
be 20ns typically. This prevents the top FET from turning
on until the bottom FET is off. During the transition, the
inductor current is freewheeling through the body diode
of either bottom FET or top FET, upon the direction of
the inductor current. The phase node could be low
(ground) or high (VIN).

The falling edge of the PWM input controls the top FET
turn-off and the bottom FET turn-on. After a short propa-
gation delay (tPDL_TG), the top gate begins to fall (tF_TG).
As the inductor current is commutated from the top FET
to the body diode of the bottom FET, the phase node
begins to fall. The adaptive circuit in the SC1210 de-
tects the phase node voltage. It holds the bottom FET
off until the phase node voltage has dropped below 1.0V.
This prevents the top and bottom FETs from conducting
simultaneously or shoot-through.

VID-on-Fly OperationVID-on-Fly OperationVID-on-Fly OperationVID-on-Fly OperationVID-on-Fly Operation

Certain new processors have required to changing the
VID dynamically during the operation, or refered as VID-
on-Fly operation. A VID-on-Fly can occur under light load

or heavy load conditions. At light load, it could force the
converter to sink current. Upon turn-off of the top FET,
the reversed inductor current has to be freewheeling
through the body diode of the top FET instead of the
bottom FET. As a result, the phase node voltage remains
high. The SC1210 incorporates the ability by pulling the
bottom gate to high internally, which over rides the adap-
tive circuit and turns the bottom FET on. The delay time
from the PWM falling egde to the bottom gate turn-on is
set at 200ns typically.

Optimized GatOptimized GatOptimized GatOptimized GatOptimized Gate Drive Drive Drive Drive Drive Ve Ve Ve Ve Voltageoltageoltageoltageoltage

With the supply voltage in between 9V to 16V, an inter-
nal LDO is designed with the SC1210 to bring the volt-
age to a lower level for gate drive. An external Ceramic
capacitor(1uF to 4.7uF) connected in between Vreg to
ground is needed to decouple the LDO. The LDO output
powers up the low gate driver, and the high gate drive is
powered by the external bootstrap circuit. The LDO out-
put voltage is set at 8.5V. The manufacture data and
bench tested results show that, for low Rdson FETs run
at applied load current, the optimum gate drive voltage
is around 8.5V, where the total power losses of power
FETs, including conduction loss, switching loss, and the
gate drive loss, are minimized.

Thermal Shut DownThermal Shut DownThermal Shut DownThermal Shut DownThermal Shut Down

The SC1210 will shut down by pulling both driver out-
puts low if its junction temperature, Tj, exceeds 155°C.

COMPONENT SELECTIONCOMPONENT SELECTIONCOMPONENT SELECTIONCOMPONENT SELECTIONCOMPONENT SELECTION

Bootstrap CircuitBootstrap CircuitBootstrap CircuitBootstrap CircuitBootstrap Circuit

The SC1210 uses an external bootstrap circuit to pro-
vide a voltage for the top FET drive. This voltage, refer-
ring to the Phase Node, is held up by a bootstrap ca-
pacitor.

Typically, it is recommended to use a 1uF ceramic ca-
pacitor with 25V rating and a commonly available diode
IN4148 for the bootstrap circuit. In addition, a small
resistor may be added in between DRN of the SC1210
and the Phase Node. The resistor is used to allievate
the stress of the SC1210 from exposing to the negative
spike on the DRN pin. A negative spike could occur at
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the Phase Node during the top FET turn-off due to para-
sitic inductance in the switching loop. The spike could
be minimized with a careful PCB layout. In those applica-
tions  with TO-220 package FETs, it is recommended to
use a clamping diode on the DRN pin to mitigate the
impact of the excessive phase node negative spike.

Filters for Supply PowerFilters for Supply PowerFilters for Supply PowerFilters for Supply PowerFilters for Supply Power

For VREG pin of the SC1210, it is recommended to use
a 1uF to 4.7uF, 25V rating ceramic capacitor for
decoupling.

LALALALALAYYYYYOUT GUIDELINESOUT GUIDELINESOUT GUIDELINESOUT GUIDELINESOUT GUIDELINES

The switching regulator is a high di/dt power circuit. Its
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) layout is critical. A good lay-
out can achieve an optimum circuit performance while
minimized the component stress, resulting in better sys-
tem reliability. For a multi-phase voltage regulator, the
SC1210 driver, FETs, inductor, and supply decoupling ca-
pacitors in each phase have to be considered to yield a
proper PCB layout.

For the SC1210 driver, the following guidelines are typi-
cally recommended during PCB layout:

1. Place the SC1210 close to the FETs for shortest gate
drive traces and ground return paths.
2. Connect bypass capacitors as close as possible to
decoupling pins (VREG and VIN) and PGND. The trace
length of the decoupling capacitor on VREG pin should
be no more than 0.2” (5mm).
3. Locate the components of the bootstrap circuit close
to the SC1210.
4. Provide a proper decoupling for the FETs to reduce
the inductive kick seen by the DRN pin.

Applications Information (Cont.)
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Outline Drawing - Power SOIC-8

Land Pattern - SOIC-8

Semtech Corporation
Power Management Products Division
200 Flynn Rd., Camarillo, CA 93012

Phone: (805)498-2111   FAX (805)498-3804
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Outline Drawing - SOIC-8
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